Using 1D Thermal Modeling to Evaluate Formation Models of Mafic-Ultramafic Intrusions and Associated Sulfide Cu-Ni-PGE Mineralization
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Abstract: In this paper, we trace the thermal history of the mafic–ultramafic intrusions of the Monchegorsk (MC), Fedorova–Pana (FPC), and Norilsk ore-bearing complexes (NC) using an upgraded version of the author’s software Gehenna 2.2. It is shown that a key role in the concentration of sulfides in the lower parts of the intrusions belongs to the preliminary heating of the host rocks by early magmatic influxes. In the presence of late ore-bearing magmatic phases of a relatively small volume, the pattern of sulfide distribution within such a phase can be used to estimate the time gap with the main influx. Thermal modeling shows that the Gabbro-10 massif, an additional ore-bearing phase of the Nyud-Poaz intrusion of the MC, is separated from the main influx by a time gap of no more than 100 ka, while the minimum gap between the magmatic phases of the Fedorova intrusion of the FPC is 650–700 ka. The development of a hornfels halo around mafic–ultramafic rocks makes it possible to estimate the duration of the process of continuous magma flow inside intrusions, which, as an example from the Kharaelakh intrusion of the NC shows, can reach 1000 years and more. Thermal modeling is recommended both for formulating genetic hypotheses and for testing different scenarios for the formation of sulfide Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization in mafic–ultramafic complexes.
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1. Introduction

Mafic–ultramafic intrusive complexes [1–3], solidified in the Earth’s crust at a depth of several kilometers, are an important source of critical metals, such as copper, nickel, cobalt, and platinum-group elements (PGEs). Prominent deposits of these metals are being actively mined in the Bushveld layered complex in South Africa [4]. Despite a long history of study, large new orebodies in the Bushveld continue to be discovered, as exemplified by the Flatreef deposit [5]. In many regions of the world, exploration activities within mafic–ultramafic complexes are aimed at discovering such orebodies [6,7]. Particular success in recent decades has been achieved within the Fennoscandian Shield [8], where several large deposits with total platinum metal resources of several thousand tons were discovered (e.g., Suhanko, Fedorova Tundra).

Genetic models of an individual deposit are formed throughout the whole history of its investigation and determine the prospecting strategy. In the conditions of a limited amount of factual material at the initial stages, the development of genetic models is facilitated by various methods of mathematical modeling, which allow for formulating the first working hypotheses without significant investments into their further empirical testing.

In this article, we discuss a series of examples of using 1D thermal modeling to identify critical geological processes that are of key importance to the formation of PGE-bearing sulfide mineralization in mafic–ultramafic complexes. Understanding the thermal history is of great importance for igneous mafic–ultramafic complexes, since an estimation of maximum temperature gives insight into the magma fertility for base and noble metals, and
timespans of keeping this temperature may give insight into the potential of the intrusions to develop sulfide Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization. In addition, thermal modeling allows us to reconstruct contact rock haloes and to provide information about the multiply replenished nature of the igneous system, which may indicate high potential for mineralization. The main examples are sulfide deposits in the Monchegorsk and Fedorova–Pana complexes within the Kola region, as well as ore-bearing intrusions in the Norilsk region.

2. Research Methodology and Description of the Gehenna Program

Mafic–ultramafic complexes are formed in the earth’s crust from high-temperature magma (1200–1300 °C) [1]. Many problems of their formation are debatable, including problems of space [9], the problem of duration [10,11], and others. In our study, we intentionally simplify the model and take into account only the heat transfer from hot magma to host rocks in a one-dimensional format.

2.1. Thermal Diffusivity Equation

Heat transfer in the rock mass is described using the one-dimensional heat conduction equation

\[ \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = k \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial x^2} \] (1)

where \( T = T(x,t) \) — temperature, \( x \) — distance from the surface, \( t \) — time, \( k \) — thermal diffusivity. The initial conditions \( T(x,0) = \varphi(x) \) set the initial heating of the stratum, and \( T(0,t) = t_0 \) and \( T(x_{\text{max}},t) = t_{\text{max}} \) are the temperatures at its extreme points (it is assumed that the temperature on the surface and at depth dissipates). The value of thermal diffusivity varies within certain limits depending on the type of substance; here, we take it as homogeneous in space and equal to \( 2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \) [12].

A discrete solution of this equation, provided as supplementary in [13], allows us to estimate the temperature at some arbitrary point in the stratum that has been heated from a hot source:

\[ T_i^{n+1} = T_i^n + k\Delta t \left( \frac{T_i^{n+1} - 2T_i^n + T_i^{n-1}}{(\Delta x)^2} \right) \] (2)

The advantage of a discrete solution is the possibility of adjusting the temperature conditions at different times in different parts of the sequence, which can be interpreted as magma intrusion. Varying such adjustments allows for modeling different scenarios of intrusive processes.

2.2. Gehenna Program

The FPC-based Gehenna 2.2 program is intended for modeling thermal processes associated with the extended-in-time formation of intrusive bodies. Similar to the first version of the software [14], a list of initial data is specified: each entry indicates a moment of emplacement of a separate intrusive body, its thickness, depth of occurrence (along the roof), temperature, and duration of saving the initial temperature. The result in the new software version is displayed in the form of a “thermogram” in the coordinates of depth and time, for which the range of displayed depths and time are pre-set. Temperature, depth, and time are displayed for each point in the resulting chart. The program interface with a demo test example is shown in Figure 1.

The calculations are based on the solution of the one-dimensional heat equation via the finite difference method. Calculation accuracy depends on the predetermined thickness of an elementary layer. Additionally, a number of temperature parameters of the host environment are introduced (thermal diffusivity, geothermal gradient, and surface temperature).
3. Results

The main sources of PGE in layered mafic–ultramafic intrusions are laterally extended reefs associated with internal stratigraphy of intrusions. The Merensky, Platreef, UG-2, and J-M reef deposits are well known, developed, and supply the majority of the global PGE market [15]. In recent years, the importance of another PGE mineralization, located at the base of intrusions and attributed to contact style, has sharply increased. Firstly, this is due to the discovery of deep Platreef horizons in the Bushveld, namely the abovementioned Flatreef deposit [5]. Secondly, considering Fennoscandian layered intrusions (Figure 2), contact-style PGE mineralization has greater prospects here in view of the ratio of volumes of discovered recourses compared with the mineralization from internal stratigraphy. Currently, Suhanko (Finland) and Fedorova Tundra (Russia) are the two main projects in the region, targeting contact-style mineralization and close to the mining stage [16,17].

Prospecting and thematic works from recent years have revealed a great potential for contact-style PGE mineralization within the Paleoproterozoic Monchegorsk Complex, located about 120 km south of Murmansk, as well as within the Fedorova–Pana Complex, about 100 km southeast of the Monchegorsk (Figure 2). The main results of this study are thermal models for the formation of PGE mineralization presented by disseminated sulfide at the base of intrusions.
Figure 2. Simplified geologic map of the northeastern part of the Fennoscandian Shield, showing the position of Paleoproterozoic layered mafic–ultramafic intrusions. Modified from [18].

3.1. Monchegorsk Complex

The Monchegorsk Complex includes two spatially separate intrusions with a total area of about 550 km$^2$, the predominantly ultramafic Monchepluton (~65 km$^2$) and the mafic Main Ridge (~485 km$^2$), which are separated by a large fault trending northwest (Figure 3, inset). Monchepluton has a crescent-like shape and consists of six mountains representing two subchambers: the first ultramafic subchamber is represented by massifs of Mts. Nittis, Kumuzhya, Travyanaya (NKT) and Sopcha, the second ultramafic–mafic subchamber includes massifs of Mts. Nyud and Poaz. The complex of the Main Ridge includes the Volchetundra, Monchetundra, and Chunatundra intrusions, which are three tectonic blocks of an originally single intrusion with a thickness of more than 2500 m [19]. All intrusions of the Monchegorsk Complex contain sulfide mineralization enriched to varying degrees with PGE, Cu, and Ni. However, a significant part of Main Ridge located on the territory of the Lapland Biosphere Reserve is closed for economic activity. Based on the ore diversity of the complex, hosting chromite layers [20], sulfide dissemination near the contact and within layered cumulates [13], PGE reefs [21], the magnetite layer [22], as well as vertical veins of massive sulfides [23], the Monchepluton can be considered as a type section of ore-bearing layered intrusions.
3.1.1. NKT Massif

The NKT massif and the Sopcha massif adjacent to it (Figures 2–4) include ultramafic rocks of the lower Monchepluton zones: (1) the Peridotite zone is up to 500 m thick, including the Dunite block with chromitite layers; (2) the Interlayered Pyroxenite–Peridotite zone with a thickness of about 300 m; (3) the Pyroxenite zone with a thickness of more than 750 m [13]. The diverse sulfide mineralization of the NKT and Sopcha massifs includes contact-style PGE mineralization between host rocks and a trough-shaped lower part of the intrusion, reef-style mineralization in the Pyroxenite zone at Sopcha (330-ore layer), and vein bodies of massive sulfides. We are currently focused on the former (Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3. Schematic geologic map of the Monchegorsk Complex modified from [19,24]. Solid and dashed red lines show Cu-Ni-PGE sulfide mineralization. The inset shows the full extent of the Monchegorsk Complex, which includes the crescent-shaped Monchegorsk pluton (dark gray) and the elongated Main Ridge Complex (grey). Solid black lines are faults, dashed black lines correspond to geologic cross sections A–B, C–D and E–F. 1—Volchetundra, 2—Monchetundra, 3—Chunatundra. Abbreviations: chr—chromite, per—peridotite, px—pyroxenite.
the NKT and Sopcha massifs. The thickness of mineralization increases from peripheral to central parts of the intrusion, where it reaches 50 m with an average content of sulfides from 3 to 5 vol. %. Concentrations of Cu, Ni, Au, Pt, and Pd (ppm) in representative mineralized lithologies of the marginal zone are (1) 2225, 4265, 0.08, 0.27, and 2.81, respectively, in pyroxenites; (2) 2308, 3776, 0.04, 0.14, and 0.52 in gabbronorites; and (3) 1071, 6476, 0.06, 0.15, and 2.81 in host metamorphosed sediments [13].

The genetic model of contact-style PGE mineralization of the NKT massif, based on detailed geochemical studies of the basal mineralized contact [13], relies on the following two key points. First, the geochemistry of chalcophile elements (Ni, Cu, PGE, Au) shows that all rocks overlying the mineralized zone contain cumulus sulfide (Pt + Pd > 20 ppb), indicating sulfur saturation of the magma in the intermediate chamber at depth and, consequently, effective accumulation of sulfide liquid in various portions of the marginal zone is the main ore-forming process. Second, efficient accumulation of sulfides is supposed to have

Contact-style sulfide mineralization is dispersed in the marginal zone with a thickness of 20 m at the periphery to 200 m in the central part of the trough of the NKT massif. Sulfides are traced along the lower contact of the intrusion, covering, almost completely, the NKT and Sopcha massifs. The thickness of mineralization increases from peripheral to central parts of the intrusion, where it reaches 50 m with an average content of sulfides from 3 to 5 vol. %. Concentrations of Cu, Ni, Au, Pt, and Pd (ppm) in representative mineralized lithologies of the marginal zone are (1) 2225, 4265, 0.08, 0.27, and 2.81, respectively, in pyroxenites; (2) 2308, 3776, 0.04, 0.14, and 0.52 in gabbronorites; and (3) 1071, 6476, 0.06, 0.15, and 2.81 in host metamorphosed sediments [13].

The genetic model of contact-style PGE mineralization of the NKT massif, based on detailed geochemical studies of the basal mineralized contact [13], relies on the following two key points. First, the geochemistry of chalcophile elements (Ni, Cu, PGE, Au) shows that all rocks overlying the mineralized zone contain cumulus sulfide (Pt + Pd > 20 ppb), indicating sulfur saturation of the magma in the intermediate chamber at depth and, consequently, effective accumulation of sulfide liquid in various portions of the marginal zone is the main ore-forming process. Second, efficient accumulation of sulfides is supposed to have
been facilitated by the long magmatic history of this block of the crust in the Paleoproterozoic, which began with preheating by smaller early intrusive phases or mafic-ultramafic dikes [26]. Thermal modeling (see next section) shows that, as a result of preheating, basement rocks become more susceptible to extensive partial melting, manifested as numerous felsic pegmatites near the contact, the source of volatiles added to the magma. Further, the added volatiles act as a flux, lowering the melting point of the cumulus minerals in the crystal mush. It leads to local small-scale dissolution of these cumulus phases within the mush and reduces the viscosity of the intercumulus melt, promoting gravitational settling of sulfide liquid (Figure 5).

**Figure 5.** Schematic model for the formation of contact-style sulfide mineralization in the Monchegorsk pluton (Monchepluton). (A) As a result of basement preheating by early magmatic phases of smaller volume, the main phase has a significant partial melting halo, whose products, felsic pegmatites, introduce fluids into the near-contact zone of the main phase, reducing the viscosity of the intercumulus melt and increasing the infiltration capacity of cumulus sulfide within the fluid-saturated zone of crystal mush. (B) Late magmatic phases, smaller in volume and sulfide-saturated, form intrusive ore-bearing breccias (South Sopcha, Gabbro-10).
3.1.2. Thermal Modeling for the NKT Massif

The preheating of the basement was modeled taking into account an emplacement of several sills with a thickness of 50 m, spacing 250 m, at a depth of 2 to 4 km (Figure 6A). The intruding sills are assumed to have a temperature of 1200 °C [27]. Modeling shows that these thin sills cool relatively quickly, reaching temperatures below 800 °C after 10 years. It should be noted that basement temperatures above 700 °C are only reached in the immediate vicinity of the sills. However, these sills are capable of raising the average temperature of country rocks from less than 120 °C to more than 300 °C (Figure 6B).

![Thermograms](image_url)

**Figure 6.** Thermograms for different emplacement scenarios of the NKT intrusion. (A,B) Preheating of the basement by a series of 50 m thick sills spaced 250 m apart. (C,D) Emplacement of a 1500 m thick crystal mush into preheated basement at a depth of 2.5 km. (E,F) Emplacement of a 1500 m thick crystal mush at a depth of 2.5 km into cold basement. The temperature ranges 300–400 °C (B) and 700–800 °C (D,F) are highlighted in green; magma/crystal mush temperature is 1200 °C. Note that a zone of significant partial melting (>700 °C) with a thickness of up to 36 m occurs only in the preheated basement.
At the second stage, it is assumed that the main pulse of magma that produced the NKT massif emplaced as a crystal mush with the same temperature into the preheated basement at a depth of 2.5 km (Figure 6C,D). The frequent occurrence of felsic pegmatites near intrusion contact strongly suggests partial basement melting, but dehydration melting requires temperatures above 700 °C [28]. The model shows that this temperature is reached up to several tens of meters from the intrusion contact after 100 years and even up to 80–90 m after 1000 years. Consequently, dehydration melting can also affect the distal portions of the basement if the latter has been preheated.

On the other hand, it can be assumed that the main impulse of magma was intruded into a cold basement, and all other conditions remained unchanged. Thermal modeling shows (Figure 6E,F) that basement temperatures above 700 °C can only be reached in close proximity to the intrusion contact at intrusion, which cannot explain the widespread development of pegmatite. Thereafter, the temperature gradually decreases from 700 °C, indicating much higher cooling rates compared to intrusion into a preheated basement (Figure 6F).

The model shows that an early emplacement of relatively thin sills can lead to significant preheating of the cold basement up to ~350 °C. Subsequent intrusions can then cause partial melting of the latter, producing abundant pegmatite, which would not be possible without basement preheating. Extensive dehydrative partial melting leads to saturation of the near-contact zone of the intrusion with fluids that lower the melting point of cumulus phases dispersed in the intruded magmatic mush. Due to the local melting of cumulus phases, the fluid-saturated zone, thus, receives a reduced viscosity of the intercumulus melt, which contributes to efficient accumulation of sulfide liquid near the lower contact.

3.1.3. Nurt-Poaz Massif and Its Additional Phase Gabbro-10

Mafic–ultramafic rocks of the Nurt-Poaz massif, filling the continuation of the trough-like NKT massif in the east (Figure 3), belong to the ~450 m thick Norite zone of the Monchepluton. On the southeastern side of the Nurt-Poaz intrusion, its stratigraphy continues with metagabbrororites of the Vuruchuaivench massif [29]. The norite Moroshkovoye Lake massif, an erosive remnant, is located about 1 km south of the Nurt-Poaz intrusion. The metamorphosed gabbroids between the Nurt-Poaz and Moroshkovoe Lake massifs contain norite xenoliths from these massifs [30] and are considered as an additional magmatic phase, complicating the lower contact and known as the Gabbro-10 intrusion [22].

The Nurt-Poaz massif and its satellites contain a variety of sulfide mineralization [31]: (1) sulfide dissemination along the lower contact; (2) sulfide horizons at the base and top of the olivine norite member, including lenses of massive sulfide at the top; (3) PGE reef in the Vuruchuaivench massif; (4) sulfide dissemination at the base of the Gabbro-10 intrusion. For the purposes of this study, the first is of interest, as in the case of the NKT massif and the last sulfide mineralization from the above list.

The mineralized horizon at the Nurt site is composed of sulfide-bearing melanorite overlying host tonalites with abundant veins and schlieren of felsic pegmatite, similar to that at the Nittis site. Mineralized melanorite gives way to a barren melanorite section without significant texture change. The content of visible sulfides is very similar to that in the NKT massif and is approximately 3 vol. %. Sulfides mostly occur as relatively small interstitial patches, up to 1 cm in diameter. Sulfides percolate, as in the NKT massif, from the mineralized marginal zone to basement rocks at a distance of up to 10 m. Concentrations of Cu, Ni, Au, Pt, and Pd (ppm) in representative mineralized lithologies are, respectively, (1) 18,993, 19,844, 0.13, 0.18, and 3.13 in melanorite and (2) 995, 2920, 0.02, 0.11, and 0.58 in tonalite [13]. The nickel nature of mineralization with a Cu/Ni ratio ≤ 1 should be noted.

Many common properties of the contact sulfide mineralization of the Nurt-Poaz massif and the NKT massif allow us to assume a similar formation model for the former, when, with the decisive role of basement preheating, sulfide liquid percolates through an interstitial melt of reduced viscosity due to the addition of fluid and partial melting of
cumulates in the near-contact zone. The presence of cumulus sulfide in melanorites of the Nyud-Poaz massif (Pt + Pd > 20 ppb) is traced for ~50 m from the lower contact [13].

The Gabbro-10 intrusion stratigraphy comprises two zones: (1) the Marginal zone and (2) the Gabbro zone (Figure 7). The Marginal zone, up to 10 m thick, is composed of fine- and medium-grained schistose metagabbros, geochemically similar to mesocratic gabbro-norites [30]. The Gabbro zone consists of coarse-grained and medium-grained metagabbro, often characterized by a taxitic structure due to the alternation of rocks with different grain sizes. The average thickness of the Gabbro zone is 30–40 m. The geochemical composition of metagabbro corresponds to quartz meso-leucocratic gabbronorites. Metagabbro contains xenoliths up to 10 × 15 m in size. In terms of structural and textural features and geochemical composition, xenoliths correspond to melanorites of the Nyud-Poaz intrusion and its endocontact zone [30]. The metagabbro is overlain by the so-called metadiorite, at the base of which there is a layer of magnetite 1–2 m thick. As assumed in [22], the metagabbro and metadiorite are differentiates of the same intrusion, as evidenced by REE geochemistry, while, according to other assumptions, metadiorite can be considered as having an anatectic or metasomatic nature [32]. The U-Pb isotopic age of metagabbro 2497 ± 9 Ma (Supplementary Files) overlaps with the age of metadiorite 2498 ± 6 Ma [22], which coincides with an age of 2504 ± 2 Ma for the mafic pegmatite of the Nude-Poaz intrusion [33]. Despite indistinguishable isotope ages at a given accuracy, the Gabbro-10 intrusion is clearly a late differentiated magmatic phase of the Monchepluton. Mineralized rocks containing from 1 to 5 vol. % of sulfides and localized near the lower contact are characterized by the following contents of Cu, Ni, Au, Pt, and Pd (ppm) in individual samples: (1) 3500, 1800, 0.07, 0.07, and 0.58 in schistose metagabbro, (2) 7700, 600, 0.12, 0.24, and 2.78 in metagabbro, and (3) 8000, 4400, 0.07, 0.46, and 2.28 in host tonalites [34]. It should be noted that all mineralized rocks of the Gabbro-10 intrusion are characterized by a predominance of copper over nickel.

Figure 7. (A) Schematic geologic map of the Gabbro-10 intrusion. (B) Simplified geologic cross section, corresponding to profile I-II. Modified from [34].
Despite the high degree of secondary alteration of rocks in the Gabbro-10 intrusion, the similar position of mineralization near the lower contact suggests that the leading role in ore formation is held by the intercumulus spaces filled with a low-viscosity liquid, which, in turn, contributes to the formation of mineralization from sulfide-saturated crystal mush. As our model shows (Figure 8), the important difference here is that the preheating seems to have occurred not due to the emplacement of thin early magmatic phases but as a result of a significant thermal influence of the main intrusion. It is likely that the more developed seepage of sulfides into the basement rocks for the Gabbro-10 intrusion (up to 30 m; Figure 7B) compared to the NKT and Nyud-Poaz massifs is due to a higher degree of heating of the host rocks. Thus, the seepage of sulfides both through the crystal mush and the host tonalites determines the formation of mineralization, and in this regard, it can be assumed that without this process, sulfides would not have had the opportunity for accumulation. The last scenario (no mineralization) occurs when an additional intrusive phase (Gabbro-10) intrudes into the cooled contact of the Nyud-Poaz massif and can be characterized by thermal modeling to represent the maximum time gap between magmatic phases.

Figure 8. Thermograms for different emplacement scenarios of the Gabbro-10 intrusion. (A,B) Emplacement of a 1500 m thick main intrusive phase crystal mush into a preheated basement at a depth of 2.5 km. (C,D) Emplacement of a 50 m thick late intrusive phase into the upper ((C), favorable conditions for sulfide accumulation) or lower “thermal contact” ((D), sulfides stay dispersed within the late phase). The temperature range 300–400 °C is highlighted in green. See text for further explanation.
3.1.4. Estimation of the Time Gap between the Nyud-Poz and Gabbro-10 Intrusions

The main magmatic phase of the Nyud-Poz intrusion is modeled by a crystal mush 1500 m thick body with a temperature of 1200 °C, which was intruded at a depth of 2.5 km (Figure 8A). An additional phase represented by the Gabbro-10 intrusion is shown in Figure 8C (upper “thermal contact”) and Figure 8D (lower “thermal contact”) in the form of a magmatic 50 m thick body with the same temperature. In Figure 8B, a region with temperatures from 300 to 400 °C is highlighted, corresponding to the preheating volume. Comparing Figure 8C,D, one can see that a favorable scenario for the formation of sulfide mineralization in the Gabbro-10 intrusion is shown for the case of emplacement in the upper “thermal contact” in Figure 8C. Modeling shows that saving favorable conditions for sulfide percolation, the maximum time gap will occur on the lower “thermal contact” at a depth of 4 km (Figure 8D) and will be ~100 ka. Unfortunately, with the state-of-the-art accuracy of isotope studies [35], this time gap cannot be estimated using geochronological methods, which is emphasized by the obtained ages of the Nyud-Poz and Gabbro-10 massifs, being indistinguishable within the error [22,33].

3.2. Fedorova–Pana Complex

The Paleoproterozoic Fedorova–Pana Complex (Figure 2), formed at the same time as the Monchegorsk Complex, is located in the central part of the Kola Peninsula and characterized by a variety of sulfide mineralization, including PGE reefs in the central portions of intrusions and contact-style mineralization at the base [36–38]. The Fedorova–Pana Complex consists of three main layered intrusions of predominantly mafic composition: Fedorova, West Pana, and East Pana. Details of the geology for each of these intrusions are available in the following references [39–41]. The Fedorova intrusion is the western part of the complex and hosts the largest PGE deposit in Europe, which can be compared, e.g., with the Suhanko deposit in Finland [7].

3.2.1. Fedorova Intrusion

The Fedorova intrusion forms a lenticular 4 km thick body, dipping steeply to the southwest (Figure 9A). In the stratigraphy of the Fedorova intrusion, three zones are distinguished from bottom to top: (1) Norite-Gabbronorite zone (or “basal unit”), (2) Leucogabbro-Gabbronorite zone, and (3) Leucogabbro zone [42]. It is assumed that the Leucogabbro-Gabbronorite and Leucogabbro zones constitute an early magmatic phase (2526–2515 Ma) with reef-style PGE mineralization, while the basal unit hosting economic contact-style PGE mineralization belongs to a later intrusive phase with ages in the range of 2493–2485 Ma [36,37,43]. The basal unit, 300 m thick, is composed of inequigranular melanorite and gabbronorite containing abundant barren orthopyroxenite autoliths and irregular patches of disseminated PGE-enriched sulfides ranging from 2 to 5 vol. % (Figure 9B). Uniformly disseminated sulfide accumulations (20–30 vol. %) occur as single finds, and massive sulfides are absent. Averaged concentrations of Cu, Ni, Au, Pt, and Pd (ppm) in mineralized rocks are 1200, 800, 0.08, 0.29, and 1.2, respectively [36]. Sulfide mineralization is confined only to the basal unit and shows no signs of sulfide liquid percolation into the basement rocks. This sulfide mineralization forms the Fedorova Tundra Cu-Ni-PGE deposit with total PGE reserves of about 400 t [8].

It is believed that the first intrusive phase of the Fedorova intrusion preheated the basement before emplacement of the second phase along the lower contact of the first intrusive phase (Figure 9). The thermal contact halo of the first phase exceeds 100 m, as evidenced by partially remelted two-pyroxene diorites observed in some drillholes [40]. Despite this, the second intrusive phase shows little evidence of sulfide accumulation within the basal unit or sulfide percolation into basement rocks. Therefore, the time gap between intrusive phases was long enough to cool the basement below 300–400 °C (basement temperature supporting migration and accumulation of sulfides dispersed within crystal mush, as follows from the model for the NKT intrusion; see above).
of intrusions and contact-style mineralization at the base [36–38]. The Fedorova–Pana Complex consists of three main layered intrusions of predominantly mafic composition: Fedorova, West Pana, and East Pana. Details of the geology for each of these intrusions are available in the following references [39–41]. The Fedorova intrusion is the western part of the complex and hosts the largest PGE deposit in Europe, which can be compared, e.g., with the Suhanko deposit in Finland [7].

3.2.1. Fedorova Intrusion

The Fedorova intrusion forms a lenticular 4 km thick body, dipping steeply to the southwest (Figure 9A). In the stratigraphy of the Fedorova intrusion, three zones are distinguished from bottom to top: (1) Norite-Gabbronorite zone (or “basal unit”), (2) Leucogabbro-Gabbronorite zone, and (3) Leucogabbro zone [42]. It is assumed that the Leucogabbro-Gabbronorite and Leucogabbro zones constitute an early magmatic phase (2526–2515 Ma) with reef-style PGE mineralization, while the basal unit hosting economic contact-style PGE mineralization belongs to a later intrusive phase with ages in the range of 2493–2485 Ma [36,37,43]. The basal unit, 300 m thick, is composed of inequigranular melanorite and gabbronorite containing abundant barren orthopyroxenite autoliths and irregular patches of disseminated PGE-enriched sulfides ranging from 2 to 5 vol. % (Figure 9B). Uniformly disseminated sulfide accumulations (20–30 vol. %) occur as single finds, and massive sulfides are absent. Averaged concentrations of Cu, Ni, Au, Pt, and Pd (ppm) in mineralized rocks are 1200, 800, 0.08, 0.29, and 1.2, respectively [36]. Sulfide mineralization is confined only to the basal unit and shows no signs of sulfide liquid percolation into the basement rocks. This sulfide mineralization forms the Fedorova Tundra Cu-Ni-PGE deposit with total PGE reserves of about 400 t [8].

Figure 9. (A) Schematic geologic map of the Fedorova intrusion. (B) Simplified geologic cross section, corresponding to profile I-II. Modified from [36].

3.2.2. Estimation of the Time Gap between the Magmatic Phases of the Fedorova Intrusion

U-Pb isotope zircon dating from magmatic phases of the Fedorova intrusion shows that the pyroxenite from the first phase has an ID-TIMS age of 2526 ± 6 Ma, which is about 40 Ma older than the U-Pb age of the ore-bearing 2485 ± 9 Ma gabbronorite [43]. There is no doubt that these data can be refined by searching for more reliable points for calculating the age, since all published ages of the Fedorova rocks do not contain a single point on concordia. The first results of local U-Pb SHRIMP-II dating of zircon from ore-bearing gabbronorite show an age of 2491 ± 6 Ma and contain three concordant zircon grains (sample FT-21-1, Supplementary Files), confirming the isotope age of the second magmatic phase. In this regard, the thermal assessment of the minimum time gap between magmatic phases, by analogy with the Gabbro-10 intrusion, is of particular interest.

Thermal modeling shows that the emplacement of the first phase presented by crystal mush with a temperature 1200 °C leads to significant heating of the underlying rocks (Figure 10). The temperature of partial melting of the basement (~700 °C) can extend to a distance of ~90 m from the lower intrusion contact in 20–25 ka (Figure 10A,B). This is consistent with the thickness of two-pyroxene diorites below the intrusion [40].
Since the magma of the second intrusive phase was likely sulfide-saturated [37], as a result of its emplacement into the contact with the basement heated by the first phase, sulfides should have been concentrated near the base of the intrusion, forming sulfide-enriched layers and percolating in places into the Archean gneiss basement. Figure 9B shows that sulfides are unevenly distributed across the whole 300 m thick basal unit of the Fedorova intrusion, and no migration of sulfide liquid is observed. Consequently, the basal unit, consisting of varied-textured gabbronorites postdating the first intrusive phase, intruding after the temperature at the lower first phase contact dropped below 300 °C. Under these boundary conditions, the minimum time separating different intrusive phases is about 650–700 ka, as seen in Figure 10C,D. Taking into account these estimations and a state-of-the-art accuracy of U-Pb geochronology, which is ±300 ka [35], the question of the duration of the Fedorova intrusion crystallization can be considered at the next accuracy level.

4. Discussion

4.1. A Moment of Sulfur Saturation

The main point of the debates regarding the origin of PGE-enriched sulfide mineralization is the moment of sulfur saturation in the magma, when the sulfide liquid immiscible with the silicate melt begins to extract base and precious metals from the magma [1]. It should be noted that the efficiency of this process is determined by the high values of PGE distribution coefficients for coexisting silicate and sulfide liquids, reaching, for

Figure 10. Thermograms for the two-phase emplacement of the Fedorova intrusion. (A) Emplacement of crystal mush of the main intrusive 4000 m thick phase into a cold basement at a depth of 3 km. (B) Time–depth–temperature profile for 700–800 °C in the area of the lower contact of the main phase. Noted that the zone of basement partial melting is almost 100 m thick. (C) The rate of cooling of the basement heated as a result of the main phase emplacement. (D) Emplacement of the late 300 m thick intrusive phase crystal mush at the lower contact of the main phase. The temperature ranges 700–800 °C (A,B) and 300–400 °C (C,D) are highlighted in green. See text for further explanation.

4. Discussion

4.1. A Moment of Sulfur Saturation

The main point of the debates regarding the origin of PGE-enriched sulfide mineralization is the moment of sulfur saturation in the magma, when the sulfide liquid immiscible
with the silicate melt begins to extract base and precious metals from the magma [1]. It should be noted that the efficiency of this process is determined by the high values of PGE distribution coefficients for coexisting silicate and sulfide liquids, reaching, for example, 1000 for copper and 30,000 for palladium [44]. One can expect the following products of evolution for a system of the magma undergone sulfur-saturation: (1) cumulates formed before sulfur saturation; (2) accumulations of sulfides with PGE; (3) sulfides dispersed in cumulates; (4) cumulates depleted in PGE as a result of the interaction of sulfide and silicate liquids. Among the ore-bearing layered intrusions of the eastern part of the Fennoscandian Shield, located mainly in the Kola region, only the presence of PGE mineralization and dispersed sulfides is indisputable.

The geochemistry of chalcophile elements indicates that the rocks of the Dunite block in the Monchegorsk pluton, which do not contain cumulus sulfides, may be results of crystallization from sulfur-undersaturated magma [13]. However, the Dunite Block is believed to be a giant xenolith and a product of an early high-magnesian magma that does not contain gradual transitions to the predominant rocks of the pluton with cumulus sulfides (Pt + Pd > 20 ppb) formed from sulfur-saturated magma. Thus, in the magma chamber of the Monchegorsk pluton on the surface, we observe the result of sulfur saturation that occurred in the system (rocks with and without cumulus sulfide). But, the immediate moment of sulfur saturation cannot be seen, because it apparently occurred in a staging chamber at depth.

The formation of contact-style PGE mineralization is often considered in the context of the genesis of extended PGE reefs in the central portions of intrusions. Grobler and colleagues [5], for example, established a stratigraphic correlation between the Merensky Reef in the Critical Zone and the Platreef, located at the contact of the Bushveld Complex with country rocks. Iljina considered the Siika-Kama Reef and the contact-style deposits Sukhanko and Kontiyarvi as elements of the ore-magmatic system of a single “Portimo Reef” [7]. Quite characteristically, some classical reefs, such as the Merensky Reef and J-M reef, are overlain by depleted in PGE rocks [1], indicating sulfur saturation occurring directly in the chamber. It should be noted that nothing of the kind is observed in the Sopcha Reef (330 ore bed) and Vuruchuavench Reef at Monchegorsk [21], suggesting the intrusion of mineralized units as sills of magma that experienced sulfur saturation and PGE enrichment at depth. Since the “deep character” of sulfide saturation is also assumed for formational models of reef- and contact-style PGE mineralizations of the Fedorova–Pana Complex, the search for key ore-forming processes for contact-style mineralization in the Kola region should be focused on two main factors: emplacement of sulfide-saturated magma and gravity.

4.2. Emplacement of Sulfur-Saturated Magma and Gravity

A consideration of the contact-style PGE mineralization of the Kola region from the point of view of the ratio of these factors is provided below. On the one hand, in the section of the typical ore-bearing layered intrusion, the Monchegorsk pluton, according to the model presented for the first time by Karykowski and others [13] and described above, both the intrusion of cumulus sulfide-enriched magma and gravity play a significant role. The gravity effect on the example of the NKT intrusion is not quite obvious at first glance, since sulfides form predominantly interstitial dissemination without a wide development of sulfide droplets. In this regard, it is important to take into account the state of the intruding material, which, apparently, corresponded to a sulfur-saturated and crystal-rich magma or crystal mush. When studying the drillhole section of the Pyroxenite zone in the NKT intrusion, it turned out that the magnesian number of cumulus orthopyroxene gradually, over ~200 m, decreases from 86 to 84 mol. % towards the contact together with MgO and Cr/V decreasing. A possible explanation for this decrease is the balancing of the orthopyroxene composition with intercumulus melt, the amount of which increases towards the contact due to partial melting of cumulus minerals caused by a decrease in their melting temperature as a result of the addition of fluid to the system. Fluid input
can be provided by extensive dehydration partial melting of country rocks, which can be achieved if basement rocks are preheated by the intrusion of small early intrusive phases, as shown through thermal modeling. A newly formed intercumulus melt, thus, acquires a reduced viscosity and provides an increased porosity of the crystal mush, through which sulfides seep into the rocks of the marginal zone and into the Archean basement under the gravity influence.

On the other hand, in the same Monchegorsk Complex, there are several examples of platinum–metal mineralization located near the contact with the basement. To understand this, it is necessary to accept an unusual fact for the classical theory of crystallization of layered intrusions. Namely, the marginal zones of layered massifs are favorable for placing additional magmatic injections, including ore-bearing ones. In the Monchegorsk Complex, such ore-bearing injections, apparently, are a series of vein bodies of mineralized taxitic norites and gabbronorites in the South Sopcha intrusion and mineralized metagabbro in the Gabbro-10 intrusion. At the same time, imagining the development of the process of emplacement of vein taxitic gabbronorites cutting the orthopyroxenites of the South Sopcha massif, it is easy to see the pattern of intrusive breccia at the base of the Fedorova intrusion (Figure 9B), which can already be considered as a separate late intrusive phase. The time gap between the late and main intrusive phases, as shown through thermal modeling, may determine whether the gravitational factor will determine ore formation (Gabbro-10) or not (Fedorova Tundra). In this regard, in the series of examples listed above, the factor of additional intrusion of ore-bearing magma comes to the fore and allows us to consider these mineralized rocks as an individual (intrusive) variety of contact-style PGE mineralization.

4.3. Thermal Modeling of a High-Temperature Progressive Facies of Metamorphism in the Contact Halo of Ore-Bearing Intrusions in the Norilsk Region

The mathematical model used in this paper limits the characterization of the considered intrusive complexes to only the thermal component, unlike the known modeling software [45,46]. In fact, intrusive bodies being emplaced are modeled by simultaneous heating of the host rocks at different times. In our opinion, the narrow focus of the model can be an advantage and figuratively compared with seismic–acoustic studies that extract valuable geologic information from only one characteristic of the propagation of elastic waves in different rock units. At the same time, interpretation of the obtained data, namely, temperature ranges corresponding to the melting and heating zones, can indirectly give an idea of the possible time scenarios for the formation of sulfide Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization in mafic–ultramafic complexes and contribute to the formulation or testing of a genetic hypothesis.

The mathematical model, however, allows us to consider such a parameter as the duration of the hot magma flow, which is provided for in the Gehenna 2.2 program presented here and implemented by stopping the cooling of the intruded strata according to the heat transfer equation. An excellent example of the importance of the magma flow duration for ore generation is the Norilsk ore-bearing intrusions [47]. It is well known that the Norilsk ore-bearing intrusions, located in the north of Siberia, are elements of the plumbing system for Permian–Triassic trap basalts. According to A. Naldrett, the volume of hot magma that has passed through the “main bodies” of intrusions (Figure 11A) is many-times greater than the volume of the intrusions themselves [1]. Long-term magma flow and crystallization of intrusions led to the development of an anomalous contact-metasomatic aureole, the thickness of which is comparable to the size of the ore-bearing intrusions and reaches 200 m. Detailed studies by D.M. Turovtsev showed [48] that the contact aureoles of the Kharaelakh and Talnakh intrusions, located in Devonian sedimentary rocks, consist of approximately equally developed progressive and regressive facies of contact metamorphism. At the same time, the thickness of the highest-temperature facies of pyroxene hornfelses (900 °C) is approximately half the thickness of the contact-metasomatic aureole (Figure 11B). Knowing the thickness and temperature of the formation of the aureole, as well as the temperature of the magma, we can calculate the duration of the flow
process, determining the time frame for the dynamic development of these complex ore-magmatic systems. Thermal modeling for the Norilsk intrusions, e.g., for the Kharaelakh intrusion [1], can be divided into three stages: (1) preheating of country rocks, (2) intrusion of a “peripheral sill”, and (3) formation of the “main body” of the intrusion within the sill.

Stage 1: preheating of country rocks. As a probable preheating scenario, successive intrusion and cooling of seven magma sills with a thickness of 20 m and a temperature of 1300 °C are used with an interval of 10 years. The sills are located every 100 m at a depth interval of 2.7–3.3 km (Figure 12A). As a result, a zone of elevated temperatures (for example, more than 300 °C) is formed and exists for more than 0.5 ka (Figure 12B). In view of the initial stage of trap magmatism, during which intrusions were emplaced, it is important to take into account the preheating of host rocks, since, firstly, it affects the size of the final thermal aureole, increasing it by a few tens of meters, and, secondly, as shown above, preheating is essential for the formation of sulfide accumulations at intrusion contacts.

Stage 2: “peripheral sill” emplacement. A peripheral sill, understood as a part of the Norilsk-type intrusion, connected with the main body and not having the petrographic diversity and accumulations of massive sulfide ores inherent in the main body, is modeled by the simultaneous intrusion of magma 50 m thick at a depth of 3 km, which begins to cool immediately after intrusion in the area of preliminary heating without forming a contact halo outside its limits (Figure 12C). This is consistent with our geological observations, indicating an almost complete absence of contact alteration of rocks in peripheral sills, represented, for example, by the South Norilsk intrusion [49].

Figure 11. Geology of the Norilsk ore-bearing intrusions according to models from A. Naldrett (A) and D.M. Turovtsev (B). Modified from [1,48].
Figure 12. Thermograms for different stages of the Norilsk ore-bearing intrusions formation. 

(A,B) Stage 1: successive emplacement of a series of magma 20 m thick sills having temperature of 1300 °C at depths from 2.7 to 3.3 km. (C) Stage 2: intrusion of a 50 m thick magma sill into preheated country rocks at a depth of 3 km. (D,E) Stage 3: formation of the “main body” and surrounding contact aureole due to the continuous flow of magma with a temperature of 1300 °C inside a 50 m thick sill for 1000 years. (F) Same as option E inside a 10 m thick sill over 1500 years with a resulting intrusion thickness of 203 m and an upper hornfels halo of 102 m. The area in green is over 300 °C (B), over 900 °C (C) and within a range of 900–1100 °C (E,F). See text for further explanation.
Stage 3: “main body” formation. In agreement with one of the scenarios for the formation of the main bodies and associated sulfide ores, which assumes the passage through them of a volume of magma that is several orders of magnitude greater than their observed volume [1], emplacement of the peripheral sill is further complicated by the long-term flow of magma inside it. According to calculations, the flow of magma with a temperature of 1300 °C inside a 50 m thick channel for one year leads to the formation of a “hornfelses zone” (T > 900 °C) with a thickness of about 6 m, which increases with the time of magma flow to 20 and 60 m over periods of 10 and 100 years, respectively. In the latter case, with the growth of the hornfelsing halo, the zone of complete melting of the host rocks will grow, which in 100 years, will reach 30 m from the initial upper and lower contacts of the sill. The molten and dissolved matter of the host rocks (T > 1100 °C) is removed from the main body due to the flow of magma that forms a channel 110 m thick over 100 years with hornfelsing haloes of 30 m on each side of the intrusion. Further continuous flow of magma leads to the expansion of the zone of contact changes in rocks, which is accompanied by an increase in the melting zone and, hence, the thickness of the intrusion, which ultimately makes it possible to obtain the desired ratio of the thickness of the main body and the hornfelsing halo. For example, after 1000 years of magma flow, a channel with a thickness of about 200 m and a halo of half the thickness are formed (Figure 12D,E), which was required to show.

Numeric simulations confirm that the open, dynamic, and long-term nature of magma emplacement is the determining factor for the ore–magmatic system of the Norilsk intrusions. This is also indicated by the presence of eruptive breccias, which testify to the multiphase intrusion, the large thickness of massive sulfide bodies [30], the facies variability in ore-bearing intrusions [51], and the structural and textural features of the most important stratigraphic units of intrusions [52]. The horizons of picritic and so-called upper taxitic gabbrodolerites [53] are a unique example of a system where the fluid, introduced into a subhorizontally moving magma, provided a subvertical redistribution of sulfide liquid in it due to surface tension forces with extreme PGE enrichment in the upper part containing oxide–sulfide–silicate-fluid foam [52,54]. Taking into account the thickness of the picritic and upper taxite gabbrodolerites, it is worth noting that the thickness of the long-term magma flow within the intrusive bodies was probably well below the 50 m suggested by our original scenario (Figure 12E). In Figure 12F, it can be seen that the 10 m flow is also able to form the “main body” and the accompanying contact aureole of pyroxene hornfelses in 1500 years.

We are far from thinking that the modeling performed can put a decisive end to the long-term discussion about the origin of the stratification and the unique metal endowment of the ore-bearing intrusions of the Norilsk region. However, we hope that such an approach and the presented software, due to its simplicity, can be very useful in developing scenarios for the formation of both specific intrusions or their parts and the Norilsk ore region as a whole. Many intrusions with disseminated sulfides are known near Norilsk [51], but they are not interesting for industry at the moment with the ongoing mining of massive sulfides.

5. Conclusions

In the example of the ore-bearing intrusions of the Monchegorsk and Fedorova–Pana complexes in the Kola region, as well as the example of the Norilsk intrusions in the north of the Siberian Platform, it is shown that the following geological processes can be attributed to the key ones: pulsating long-term magmatism, preheating of country rocks, and gravitational settling of sulfide liquid in the lower parts of intrusions with sulfide liquid migration into host rocks, up to their complete replacement by sulfides (Norilsk deposits).

Consideration of the thermal history for sulfide-bearing intrusions of the Monchegorsk and Fedorova–Pana complexes allows us to draw the following conclusions regarding the formation of contact-style Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization presented by disseminated sulfides.

1. The key role for the concentration of sulfides in the lower parts of intrusions belongs to preliminary heating of the host rocks by early magmatic phases of a smaller volume.
It is a necessary condition for the appearance of a significant halo of partial melting around the main magmatic phase. Its products, represented by felsic pegmatites, bring fluids into the near-contact zone of the main phase, reducing intercumulus melt viscosity and increasing the infiltration capacity of the cumulus sulfide (NKT, Sopcha, Nyud-Poaz).

2. In the presence of late ore-bearing magmatic phases of a relatively small volume, the pattern of sulfide distribution along the smaller phase can be used to estimate the time gap with the main phase. Thermal modeling shows that the Gabbro-10 intrusion, an additional ore-bearing phase of the Nyud-Poaz massif, is separated from the main phase by a time gap of no more than 100 ka, while the minimum gap between the magmatic phases of the Fedorova intrusion is 650–700 ka.

In addition, the development of hornfels aureoles around mafic–ultramafic rocks makes it possible to estimate the duration of the process of continuous magma flow inside intrusions, which, as an example from the Norilsk ore region shows, can reach 1000 years and more.

Thus, 1D thermal modeling data can be used both for formulating genetic hypotheses and testing various scenarios of the formation of sulfide Cu-Ni-PGE mineralization in mafic–ultramafic complexes. It should be emphasized that the calculation results presented in this article are numerical models and are intended for use in the field of economic geology. The following issues can be proposed as interesting topics for further tests using the Gehenna 2.2 software: (1) numerical estimation of the lower limits of the duration of the formation of the Stillwater Complex after the thickness of the underlying hornfelses; (2) comparison of the thermal history between the Paleoproterozoic West Pana intrusion, which caused only partial melting of Archean alkaline granites, and the Stillwater Complex surrounded by a thick hornfels halo; (3) lower limits assessment for the magma flow duration while the formation of erosion depressions (potholes) within the underlying cumulates below PGE reefs.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/min13081046/s1, (1) Gehenna 2.2. software zip-file with tables of input parameters; (2) SHRIMP U–Pb isotope data for zircon from the metagabbro of the MC and from the taxitic gabbronorite of the FPC.
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